
Q3. Park Elements-Comments Only

Which of the following park elements would be your top three (3) 

priorities for including or improving at Crown Park?

1) A close-to-Crown Park/ downtown year-round pool is #1 priority, please model 

interactive water feature on Portland's Jamison Square which attracts hundreds of 

families and whole community

all of the above

Amenities which include bathrooms

amphitheater

Amphitheater if it will be used frequently. 

Assuming the City built an indoor Family Leisure Pool elsewhere, perhaps the Crown Park 

facility could be replaced with an interactive water something.

Basketball (sport court) 

BBQ

Can the neighborhood handle the parking?  If not, do't expand the pool

Covered picnic area

Current play grounds are ok. 

disability accessible playground for community

Do water feature and pool. 

Dog area

Dog Park!!

Dogs! It is time to  allow dogs in crown park. The current prohibition is ridiculous!

Don't get rid of this pool. We are homegrown from camas. It would be a tragedy. 

Don't remove large trees

drinking fountains and parking! Why is there no option for a pool plus a interactive water 

feature based on an adaptive recreation center model to cover all age groups? heated 

resistance lap loop for seniors, beach entry and splash pad in the front, heated family 

pool in the center, diving in the rear. Could be covered with large canopy such as the 

edith ball adaptive recreation center in tucson az as an example of a modern facility 

Flea market on Saturdays, tennis court upgrade

Historical Statuary



I hope whatever is chosen the entire park will get a bit of a facelift. I think the playground 

could use some upgrades, park amenities as well. Even though I don't really use it I do 

think its important to keep a pool or at least a water feature there with free access to the 

public for those who don't have other options to stay cool in hot months.

I like the park how it is

I medium size splash pool would be a great add to a water play area, maybe something 

up to 3 or 4ft depth; a natural play area along with a traditional playgroun; covered space 

for bbqing & eating; a community garden.   

I only select a pool because the city needs one. For years I have heard talk about building 

a pool elsewhere, but I have no faith that the city will follow through with that.

I really think our community needs an indoor pool that can be used year round, but not 

at Crown Park. 

If indoor lap facility open to community elsewhere

If there is another pool somewhere else, then a fountaink would be perfect. Camas is 

growing so we need a community center pool like firstenburg. Crown park has amazing 

trees and shade, but needs bathrooms and upgraded play equipment for kids 

Improved Lighting

indoor lap pool with an outdoor pool feature 

Indoor play park like Outdoors In in Hillsboro

Indoor pool!!!!!!!  

Indoor water slides

join Washougal in building new indoor pool

Keep a pool there!

Keep a year round pool close to Crown park

Keep our park the same... stop destroying all that is good and beautiful.  I want Green 

and Livingston Mountain areas to have new amenities as this is where you are forcing 

new growth on ys.  Keep the old section of Camas the same. 

Keep the Camas pool.  It is a staple in Camas!! we are loosing a lot of beautiful areas and 

memories in Camas due to the growth.  I would like to see the pool stay!  

level walkway so older seniors unable to handle the climb on the sidewalks can exercise 

and stave off further health decline in leg strength.

Lighting 

Love the creek and stage at Esther Short. 

Maintaining integrity of existing amenities 

more covered shelters

More tennis courts



Natural play structure - boulders, logs, etc.

Natural playground ammentites

No community center-there is already meeting space at Lacamas Lodge and Lacamas 

Swim and Sport

not really a fair question as there already is a restroom and playground.

Number One is having the family leisure pool on this side of town. Major park 

investments outside of the core city area would not serve all citizens equally. Investments 

need to be made equitably. Those in surrounding areas primarily use cars as 

transportation and their mobility allows wide geographical use. However, many in the 

core use more sustainable modes of transportation and having a pool only on the west or 

north sides would encourage economic and social segregation and remove Crown Park as 

the Living Room of Camas over time. That ill-serves the idea of community and would 

create ever growing divisions between community members for decades to come. Why 

would we do that? 

Off leash dog park.

Only if a new pool built elsewhere and leaving the tennis courts.

Or larger outdoor pool and grounds

Other (please specify)

outdoor fitness amenities

Outdoor workout equipment spaced throughout the park

Parking

PLEASE DONT CUT DOWN THE TREES!!!

Please just don't cut down too many trees!

pollinator-friendly plantings

Renovation of existing pool 

restrooms open year round are a must! 

Sand or grass volleyball court 

Sand volleyball court with lights

Sand Volleyball Courts

small bmx pump track

Small water play would be my 4th pick. 

Snackbar

Splash pad(s) !!

Swim & work out facilities 

Tennis courts stay intact 

The city needs to invest in youth facilities and fields. We are woefully behind neighboring 

towns and not meeting the needs of our children.

The park is beautiful the way it is. It is one of the features that drew us to this town. We 

moved here from out of state 6 years ago. 



They should have an option to continue the outdoor summer movies on a larger screen 

included in the amphitheater design. 

Trees

Universally accessible playground so kids and parents with physical challenges ( and those 

without) can enjoy. (Like Boise or Portland rose garden)

Vegetable garden 

Waterfountains and improved landscape 

We like the existing playground but adding natural play elements (logs, stones) as 

pictured below would be nice

We need to keep swim lessons available because of the rivers and lakes in this area

With camas booming, we need to create avenues for our families to relax, instead of 

having to go outside of camas. We also need more sporting park options for our children.



Q5. Crown Park Activities-Comments Only

What do you do when you visit Crown Park? 

all of the above

Also go the movies in the park, concerts, Camtown Youth Festival 

attend events there

Band concerts

Bbq's birthday parties etc.

Bike riding with young kids

Birthday paryts 

Camps

Camtown youth event

Cub scouts

Day camps for kids in summer

Do not use this park.

Don't currently go

dont go

Enjoy the old growth trees and quiet beauty

event or party

Explore the area, run around and play in the field. (The trees are wonderful. Please 

keep at least most of them!)

Family picnic/gathering

Frisbee, catch, other games in the open space.

Gathering place we use to go much more often when our children were younger

Go there a lot during summer. Beautiful shade trees. Love having outdoor community 

pool and Camas wide events there.

go to Scout Hall

Grandchildren live very close to park 

Haven't lived here in summer yet or would check go to pool

Hold a birthday party at the picnic tables

I don't visit. Crown Park is antiquated and decrepit. 

I like to go there, eat my lunch and read a book.

I live nearby, so I drive by everyday

I never go

I play pickleball not tennis



I walk through the park to get to school, take pictures and mess around with friends.

July 4 Community bbq

Kid attends camps there

Love the idea of tables with chessboards built-in!!!  Great for ALL ages!!!

Lunch time away from the office at picnic tables 

Meet family or friends...maybe eat food outdoors 

Meet people, relax

Meet up with folks

Metal detecting 

Movie nights and concerts

Music in the park

Never go there.

Occasionally a family picnic

Other (please specify)

Outdoor movies

parties

Play wall ball, please keep the wall

Please have more open swim time in the morning. 

Pool when its open and warm

Previous pool employee

Read in the grass:)

Relax and enjoy the park

Scout hall

Scout house activities 

scout meetings, meet other families, use Scout Hall

scouts

See question 5

Summer camp

Summer camp for our children 

summer events

Swim lessons all summer for all 4 of my kids!

swimming lessons every year since my kids were babies!

This question shouldn't be forced to check a box

Top burger/park day 

Use covered picnic area for birthdays & other events

Use Scout Hall for Girl Scouts

Use the little club house 

Walk my dogs

We use the scout house and playground for our homeschool group 

We would go to the playground if it was more appealing.



Wish I could bring my dog 

Wonder why I can't bring my dog for a walk!

work

Would go more if playground was improved.



Q7. Additional Comments

Responses Only

The well designed and functioning amenities for locker rooms and showers with hot 

water are the top priorities for the pool in the crown park to function better. 

Furthermore once this feature is improved, there will be more users and more income 

to help the finance.

A better pool is ESSENTIAL. Why not charge a high "club" fee to families to cover the 

costs and provide subsidized pricing to Camas residents  Under a certain household 

income? Everyone wins. 

Crown park is iconic to Camas, welcoming not just locals but folks from far and wide, 

ordering up at Top Burger and finding a shady picnic table, grandparents with 

grandchildren at the swings, Large groups celebrating birthdays, baby showers, picnics. 

We need foot path lighting, more picnic tables and benches. This park is so loved! 

Improve linkage between Crown Park and Falling Leaf Lake and Lacamas/Round Lake.

Save the trees and walking paths.  Make the one-room school useful as a mini-

community building for indoor games like Scrabble. 

I know a pool renovation is expensive but the lessons there are invaluable to my family.  

 If that leisure pool could also have lessons that is a good option for me as well but it 

wasn't clear if it would.

Would love to see more playground structures and the pool is a beloved part of Crown 

Park history.

Natural play ground like west Moreland in Portland desperately needed.  



Having grown up in Camas taking swim lesson in the early 80s, my wife and I were 

happy to see our own children taking swimming lessons in the summer at the crown 

park pool.  We also enjoy playing frequently in both equipment areas, as well as 

various activities including hide and seek, make believe, and whatever our minds lead 

us to play.  This past winter when the major snowstorm hit we played for a couple 

hours making snowmen and having snowball fights.  We use the park year round and 

have always enjoyed it - its a big reason we ended up purchasing our house which is 

directly across the street. The park, and its pool are integral fixtures to the city of 

camas (especially for those that have called it home for over a decade).  Like all things, 

spaces and facilities must be maintained, evolve, and adapt to the needs of their user 

and citizens.  It must also make financial sense.  I get that.      Beyond our personal 

connection to the park and pool, I see it as a gateway and link between our beautiful 

downtown and the outdoor treasure we have in LaCamas lake and the surrounding 

trails and water.  In a way, its the "living room" of Camas where families of all ages, 

incomes, neighborhoods, and backgrounds come together to play, learn, and be a 

community.  Anything we can do to help foster that, encourage it, and help our 

community to thrive together year round is what we need to be focused on.

Don't remove any large trees.

Crown Park is the most "homey" park in the area. I love the big trees - don't cut down 

ONE of them.  I would use the pool, but I'm an adult and you don't have "adult only" 

hours. I would not spend a lot of money on the pool given that it can only be open 9 

weeks of the year!  It's great it is there, but don't add on for that short a time!!!  Keep 

up the summer concerts and the events - it feels like community.  Keep out the bums! 

(doing a good job so far).  That's really all we need: a clean, safe place to breathe clean 

air and get together with friends and the community.

Rehabbing the existing pool is a nonstarter in my opinion since the cost is effectively 

equal to a new pool. I would propose that you should incorporate a splash pad as well 

as the new pool. You have the area for both at the park, and the additional cost to run 

some water lines to add the splash pad area when you are constructing the new pool 

would be nominal. 

Parking. 

Larger indoor space for summer camp.

You should seriously give thought to making NE 17th Ave and NE 15th Ave ONE WAY 

STREETS around the Park. This will allow safer travel flow and much better parking (you 

could introduce diagonal parking on 17th). People speed up and down these streets 

day and night and it's especially problematic when summer comes, not to mention the 

lack of good parking options on the north side. 



I live across the street from Crown Park.  In the summer months, it can be a hazardous 

place for children as cars frequently drive 35-40+ mph up and down NE 17th Ave.  And 

parents often drop their kids off in the middle of the street near the pool.  Some ideas 

to help safety would be making NE 15th & NE 17th one way streets (going opposite 

directions, with diagonal parking on 17th), putting in speed bumps, and/or cross walks 

on 17th (there are none). I would also place some dog-doo collection bags around the 

perimeter of the park, as it is a much used dog walking path, and unfortunately, clean 

up seems to be an issue.  Thanks!

I live right across crown park, I would like that bench to stay there, and possibly not 

make the park terribly modern. Thank you.

Being from outside camas, I'd be willing to pay a fair amount/more than I'm paying 

now for an opportunity to swim/play with our friends near their homes. We enjoy 

being patrons of Camas restaurants, an improved park would entice us to stay longer 

and enjoy more than one meal.

Dogs on leashes allowed  Restrooms  

Update curgent pool and upgrade modern restrooms for all park guests

Would be nice to bring dogs to the park

Keep it a local community park & not a draw for people outside our area. 

Keep the beautiful  trees!!

The park, as it is now, seems unkempt, weeds, cracked sidewalks, the structure in the 

center is covered in pine needles. I'm concerned that with all the proposed 

improvements that the grounds will not be maintained in accordance with the 

investment the city will ask its residents for in a major tax increase to fund this project. 

We are relatively new here, 3 years, our property taxes are as high as they were in 

Bellevue WA!

I think some sort of water feature play is needed somewhere in Camas. It's been 

missing for some time now. But there does need to be a community pool as well (not 

just LaCamas Swim Club). Places/spaces for community meeting are critical for building 

community. LaCamas Lake park is suddenly becoming overrun by tons of people. Both 

old, new, and tons of outside visitors. Park space is now at a premium. With more 

people coming, we need more options.

Enclosing the entire park with a nice fence area. Maybe with plantings on the outside 

would be nice. Children riding their bikes or playing could not leave the path. 

We need more places to take kids and teens with the rainy season we need more 

indoor places skating rink, parkour, futsal...

Heated year round pool

Keep it dog free



There are water amenities and water fetures all over. This pool has been around for 

years and the pool should stay for every year to cone. Every generation of families in 

this area including the Vancouver and Portland area have been to and/or heard if this 

pool. It's a great price and a great activity for kids. We need to keep this around!!! Our 

children now days already do not get out enough. This pool is awesome, interactive 

and family oriented and there arnt any around like it. We can go to a water feauture 

anywhere now. But still very few pools. Do not replace our unique camas pool legacy 

with the same old hussle and bustle of everything we already have atoround here go 

to...we're humans, we love our variety and our city pool is VERY unique!!!

While I like a new pool concept the size and ability to support all that would likely go 

there is near impossible. So keeping the swimming concept basic helps focus the intent 

on a possible age and group that doesn't have as many options. There are numerous 

big pool/play options in Vancouver and Oregon.  Keep it simple to serve our Camas 

community. 

I frequent the park with my two little kids (ages 1 and 3). We've never been to the pool 

because it doesn't have anything for young kids. I like the park the way it is and I think 

the piece it's lacking is the family style pool. However, if the pool went away 

completely and the park was enhanced that would be great as well since we do not use 

the pool currently. 

I think we should definitely enforce the law of no drugs or alcohol in the park. We need 

a police man to put Crown Park in his route at least. I see teens smoking and drinking 

all the time while I'm there for my three year to play on the playground. 

Parking will continue to be an issue at the park, especially if improvements are made. 

We are a very walkable community, but i worry the impacts large scale improvements 

will have on the nearby homes and traffic in general on an already busy street. That 

being said, it's still a wonderful gem that is underdeveloped for it size in these modern 

times.

BUILD A BATHROOM FOR CRYING OUT LOUD!

Having a public pool somewhere in Camas would be ideal. If the pool is elsewhere in 

town, having a space that could host events, like movies or theatre, would be great!

Better lighting at night, improved parking around, better speed signs on side streets or 

speed bumps 

If these improvements were made more people would be able to enjoy the park more 

often.  The restrooms are really needed!  Our family has used this park for generations.  

 We need this park to continue to be a good place to go as families.

Bathrooms!!!

I believe we need sand volleyball court somewhere in Camas. And restrooms are a 

must in Crown Park. Plus a pool that is open year around. 



Please don't take the park away. We need one in are area as much as the ones on 

Prune Hill and LaCamas Lake

Consider the park heritage when updating and improving. Thank you.

This sounds silly, but we all love the big swings. Parks just don't put those in anymore. 

Anyway, whatever happens-- could you keep them? 

We need a righteous playground there, something unique that is a regional draw 

If no restroom opted for, definitely needs better/more portable toilets. Preferably one 

at each end of the park. Updated playground equipment. 

Update playgrounds my kids love going 

Whatever you do with the park, please have it be accessible for all abilities.  Please 

have handicapped accessiblitites. 

Crown park is part of Camas, and yes, I will concede, that the pool is out of date but it 

is a crucial part of summer for Camas families. Changing it into a larger family centered 

facility is the best decision for the community and I believe the city.

Love the pool! My children have had lessons every Summer since they were babies. I'm 

excited to see the new plans evolve. 

We love crown park! My grandpa used to take us to top burger for lunch and then to 

the park to play! Don't get rid of the pool please. It's one of our favorite parts of Camas!

I would like to see an option of a covered pool so it could be used year-round.

If you build a new center, it would be nearer to the folks on the hill with money & leave 

those close to town without.

Turn tennis court into a Futsal court. You'll get more use out of that then the tennis. 

Little to no difference in maintenance. More kids in our committee play soccer, futsal is 

a type of soccer, than tennis. 

Would love an area to take dogs!  

Allow pets to be on leash with pet clean up stations.

It's looking pretty good!

If a family water pool is built at crown park it would be better if it was built as a 

building so it could be used year round.

As active cyclist, a few bike racks would be great too :)

Please don't take down the beautiful trees!

Lighting, picnic tables, benches

I think having a water feature that children can enjoy without health issues of a public 

pool is a fantastic idea. Including an amphitheater type space for performances in the 

park would attract families and adults. Because the park seems dark and child/teen 

only oriented we never go there.  Love the feel of a more community oriented space 

where all ages are encouraged to enjoy the park. Wish Camas had community theater. 

We need an outdoor pool for the kids!



As a third generation Camas resident I would like to see the outdoor pool stay.  It can 

be used by  everyone.  You dont have to be a member of a club to use it. 

Save our pool 

Keep the park clean! And don't take away the tennis courts in fact should add more 

I live a few blocks away and I would take my grand children more often  if there were 

more for them to do and bathrooms.

I think it would just be best to keep everything up to date, no need to re-due anything. 

As someone who has lived in Camas for 32 years it's nice that something's have gone 

unchanged! 

Sand and grass volleyball courts would be a great addition.

I grew up in Camas and learned how to swim at the pool in Crown Park. I have 

occasionally visited in-laws in Billings MT and we go to a nice park and pool complex. I 

think to myself that Camas, candidly as affluent as it is, should have nothing less than 

what I have been to in other communities. I would be supportive of a small tax increase 

if it were to accomplish building such a new facility. 

Family friendly/oriented.

I think a splash pad(big or small) would be amazing. Also an indoor year round pool in 

camas would be amazing.   The family leaisure pool looks neat also

Repairing our infrastructure would be the top priority ie: roads, sidewalks and slope 

stabilization. Let's use our tax $$ to fix things that are broken before we blow it on a 

wish list!  

If you are building a better playground, please add monkey bars. Thank you.

Though I only visit once a month, I would do it FAR more if the playground were better 

and had a separate one for toddlers. In addition, I love taking kids to the pool in the 

summer but the hours are awful and toddler pool is often shut down. Or, private swim 

lessons interrupt the ideal swim times. Not a fan of the two-session swim times...very 

inflexible if kids nap at the start of one or end of the other and doesn't provide 

comfortable lounge area. Would love a larger covered area to host BBQs in rainy 

weather. Get rid of chain link fence....has a prison-like ambiance. Put up a more inviting 

one.

Park amenities is a must or pathway elements (how ever it was worded) is also a must 

as besides the pool the park is fairly plain and boring. Living across the street from the 

park can present a very nice view on a busy day. But is usually just plain. I would love to 

have a new leisure pool available. Love living here in camas

Bathrooms, please!! Parking. 

We love the existing pool and use it almost daily in the summer. Its age has a unique 

charm that we really enjoy. We also love the fact that it is outdoor/uncovered.  We 

would be very, very sad to lose the pool.

I hope they final choice benefits the people of the City of Camas where they want to 

use Crown Park more. 



The Rec center sounds good. Swimming year round as opposed to 2-3 months a year. 

There are great family interactive options for current rec centers as well as other sport 

options. Leaves crown park with an awesome splash pad, play ground, and open park 

areas for picnic and sports.

I think if you are going to upgrade the area, it should include an indoor and outdoor 

pool option for year round use.  The school district can utilize the pool and be used for 

community pool for exercise, lessons, and play.

I would love to see boche ball courts added and have lights for night use. Lights for 

outdoor basketball, tennis and pickleball too. Please replace the pool with another 

outdoor pool. Outdoor pools are rare. 

Keep all large trees.

The city does an excellent job maintaining this aged park, but it would be a big loss to 

not have a city pool. if there was a better aquatics center elsewhere, a splash pad, 

smarter parking, restrooms, and drinking fountains would make this park that much 

more wonderful!

Don't cut any trees down.

In regards to a pool would like to see the city work with the school district on what 

works best for a year round indoor pool.

Restrooms!!!!!! 

I love the old growth trees at the park and hope they can be preserved. This park is a 

treasure! Also we need better marked crosswalks for accessing the park safely when on 

foot.

This survey places a bias on the objectives and is highly skewed. If the objective is to 

create a master plan that is adopted by City Council, then it must go through the 

process outlined in Camas Municipal Code. The Parks and Recreation Commission is a 

recommending body. See - CMC 2.28.050(A)

The community pool offers an important and inexpensive community building feature 

for the low income residents of Camas. It also allows children and teens to have 

something productive to do and a way to exercise in the summer while their parents 

are working. Please consider this when making the ultimate decision of whether or not 

to keep the pool. The kids of downtown Camas need it.

I would like to see them keep the small town atmosphere. Family friendly. The last time 

I was there it was unkept



I like that Crown Park is not just another park filled with sports fields. It feels like the 

"Central Park" of Camas and should continue to develop on that theme. We live just 

down the road on 5th Ave and hit the park probably around 8 times a year. We would 

go more (we have a 7 and 10 yr old), but the playground needs a serious upgrade. Also, 

the main playground is in the shadiest part of the park, so those sunny Spring days are 

still really cold at the play area (so we oftentimes just head over to Hellen Ballard for 

the better playground in the sun). Would love to see facilities and amenities put in 

place that allow for Crown Park to be the city's gathering place for events. More 

structured walking paths and outdoor activities for adults would be nice as well. We did 

do several rounds of swimming lessons at the pool last summer and loved the 

convenience. It was also nice to have it outside as so many swimming facilities are 

indoors.

The park is amazing! Don't screw it up!  Leave it be!! Fix the pool that is woven into the 

fabric of camas and Clark county.   I've lived here my entire life, 40 yrs, and I can't 

imagine the park being anything but it's wonderful self! Let the new people or 

Californians mess up some other town!  Love crown park!!! Love the pool!!!   

We love the park and pool don't mess it up. Just fix it up please.

I really don't like water features. We are not Portland. The pool is a unique well loved 

feature allowing everyone access to a pool.

Whatever decisions are made, I would like to see a year-round pool available for those 

of us who cannot afford to join a gym membership. I live in the city of Camas and feel 

strongly that if my taxes are going to pay for this upgrade it should be something free 

to someone who lives in the city limits.

Ultimately I'd like to see the existing pool renovated with an indoor/outdoor cover for 

year round use and improve the playground.

The pool is so nostalgic of the pools I learned to swim and played in when I was a kid. I 

LOVE taking my kids there in the summer. And travel the distance exactly for that 

reason. It would be a shame to replace it with a water feature. TERRIBLE idea...

I wasn't clear if a Family Leisure Pool included space for swimming lessons. Being able 

to continue to have swimming lessons offered by the City of Camas is a priority in our 

family's eyes.

Big kids section and little kids section that parents can play on with their toddlers :) 

close to each other so you can still keep eyes on your kids... 

Love this community and this park. Willing to sacrifice to make it better.

Join Washougal in building new community center with indoor pool

My bottom line is that Camas should have a nice community pool either in Crown Park, 

or somewhere else in the city.



I'm concerned about the impact to traffic, parking and general feel of the Crown Park 

neighborhood. Improvements are absolutely necessary but our small town park feel 

should be preserved.

I grew up here, a block from this park. This was an essential part of my childhood. 

Please keep the pool and change the hours it is open to accommodate the public 

better! 

This survey is not widely being distributed!  Need to do a better job with 

communication.  Absolutely DO NOT put a swimming park next to our lakes!!!

Please develop a side wal from the high school road that connects to the side walk in 

town for easier walking access the crown park

That pool has been around for years. To update would be amazing for the community

Large Clock similar to the one at Esther Short Park but place the clock in the center of 

the park along with plants/flowers/hanging baskets

I grew up here.  Please make the park nicer it is so worth saving.  The pool was a blast 

as a child.  I say keep the pool just make it better.

We'd love to have an outdoor water park with slides

More native plants that will attract more natural and native wildlife to the park.

Crown Park still needs to be an amenity for those families that live downtown.  I don't 

want to beat a dead horse, but I tried to have a community center that included a pool 

built on the south side of Lake Road - across from the current facility - I was Mayor at 

the time and the council didn't want to spend the money so it didn't happen.  With our 

northward growth, I still think it could be a perfect spot for our citizens to come to 

enjoy the lake, the trail and a comprehensive recreational center.

Crown Park needs some TLC.  Love that Top Burger is right across the street. In 

summertime I take my granddaughter to get ice cream there and then go over to the 

playground. She loves it and so do I!

Camas must act wisely to preserve the heartbeat-of-Camas character of Crown Park for 

future generations.  Crown Park is vital to the vibrant community character of our 

beloved city. We have chosen to live within blocks of Crown Park for 15 years and love 

that it's our community meeting place, where we often see friends from all over the 

city and meet new friends too.  My parents recently bought and remodeled a house 

within blocks of Crown Park for the same reason (they are moving to Camas from 

Salem OR to be closer to the grandkids, AND because Camas is an amazing, active, 

community-minded town they've fallen in love with). Please make improvements with 

accessibility in mind to provide access for everyone (the Clark County YMCA pool is an 

outstanding example of universal design that seamlessly fits in and is both functional 

and beautiful).  Thanks so much for providing this opportunity to provide input and for 

your work on behalf of our community!!



The park needs an overhaul to look better, and just have more appeal. It is sad a city 

like Camas doesn't have one really nice park. They are all just to-do. Crown park should 

match it's name. It needs flowers like Esther Short in Vancouver, and a large , nice, play 

structure. Not little cheap play equipment. There is too much emphasis on tiny 

neighborhood parks, and the lake park, but Crown park deserves a major retrofit. 

Thank you. 

Keep the big trees, please!

What makes Crown Park special is the outdoor pool - there is no where like it in the 

area. I'm the restrooms do need to be updated.

Don't mess with the park. You will only mess it up.

Keeping in mind Camas is often a rainy city, I feel that park  amenities would be the 

most useful for this park. Plenty of people use the park all year round for taking walks 

and all sorts of things, even in the rain. Having water activities would definitely be fun, 

but year round things are very important.

This park is a very valuable asset to the members of the community.  Please do not 

move it. Please leave Crown Park with a swimming pool and playgrounds.

I really love the swimming pool and hope that Camas will always have an outdoor pool 

at Crown Park.  I love the open space to play games like ultimate frisbee and I also love 

the playground for my kids.  

It's iconic Camas, like the Dumbo ride at Disney. Why change what's good? Why change 

what makes Camas, Camas?

The pool has been around a long time and people love it, leave it alone

The charm and draw to Camas is not the large flashy amenities of mamy parks. What 

makes Camas unique is the commitment to retaining the old-school charm. Yes our 

pool is small, yes it is outdoors...and above all yes it is EXACTLY like the pool so many of 

us learned to swim! THAT is something that can not be replicated and is all too 

rare...charm and nostalgia are very popular...and bigger and brighter is NOT always 

better.

I'm hoping we can keep the small town feel of our pool and park. 

Please make this a usable space for all community members. A destination, similar to 

Esther Short park would be wonderful. 

Please leave the pool. Our family uses the pool just about everyday during summer. My 

kids took swim lessons there and it was so much better than Lacamas swim & sport. 

I've lived here all of my life and grew up with the pool. Our city is changing, some for 

the worse. Please leave our pool and park! It's a lovely park and I don't even know why 

you'd want to change it. 

I think the pool at least needs to be updated as does the playground equipment. The 

pool and path have not changed since I was a child, now at age 30 i think it's time for 

some upgrades. Nothing drastic but it is definitely needed! 

 Please do not get rid of some great camas history.   Anyone who grew up here has 

loved this pool and spent every summer here.   



An updated play structure is needed. Having the open flexible lawn space is great for 

the summer concerts and events. Additional benches would be a nice addition as well 

as they are limited now. While restrooms would be nice, I would be hesitant for it to be 

a place for loitering as well. 

I think the park is beautiful as it is. It could use restroom facilities and a renovated pool. 

Other than that, I think it should remain low key and simple to preserve the slow, 

family lifestyle that Camas residents value.

Hopefully the city will use some common sense on getting bids for this project!

Camas is a great family town.  Lets keep it great by keeping the family first Crown Park 

activities.   With populations growing towards 192nd, it seems the best parts of camas 

are being moved put of the main downtown area.  Lets keep giving a reason for 

Camasonians a reason to come into town.    

Crown Park is a community gathering space and the focus of improvements should 

reflect "the gathering of the community".

There are many places to swim around Camas, including the river's and lakes, that is 

why I think a large water feature would be so useful at Crown Park. Currently, the 

closest park water feature is Esther Short Park and that is quite a drive from here. 

I don't think that an outdoor pool at Crown Park makes sense any more, since it is only 

open for such a short season, and takes up a good percentage of the park space all 

year.  It is also very unattractive to have an empty pool in this beautiful space for 9 

months of the year.  A water feature that can be used as flexible space seems a much 

better use.  There is great demand for covered picnic space at the park.  Also, there is 

not sufficient room at this park for organized sports practices -- they tear up the grass 

and keep others out of the open space.  Sports fields and year-round aquatics should 

be placed elsewhere in Camas.  Keep Crown Park open for picnics, family gatherings, 

playgrounds for kids, frisbee games, community events and concerts, walkers/joggers 

and the like.  Thank you for taking input.

This survey is poorly laid out.     I would make the park accessible to people with dogs. 

Crown park need to hold on to its existing trees and we should cherish the small oasis 

that it is.  

Keep a real pool - splash parks are everywhere.  Supplement pool entry enough to keep 

it cheap.  When I was a poor kid in the hot summers, even I could usually scrounge up 

enough money to pay entry.  Our youths need stuff like that.

I think it's important to have a community accessible pool. It's more practical to have 

an year-round indoor facility, so I'd support that above all. However, if that isn't in the 

cards, I definitely think one of the two pool options should be chosen. 

Just needs to be cleaned up and upgraded! 



It is a special part of the Camas Washougal community . Let's update it and keep it 

functional for families. 

Must include full size outdoor pool.  There are not enough in the community at all 

Restrooms would be nice similar to Fallen Leaf Lake.  Keep the trees and add more as 

they age out.  Enjoy picnic tables and added sitting benches would be nice.

Love all the old growth trees that provide such a beautiful forest in the middle of town 

and great shade during the summer.  Hope outdoor pool is kept or replaced there. 

Would like to see public restrooms added and playground updated.  Would be a great 

park for nature playground like Westmoreland park. Such a wonderful community 

space! 

The City of Camas has always been known in the area as having a family friendly pool 

where kids can play and take swim lessons. I enjoyed the pool as both a child growing 

up in the area and as an adult. Our son now uses the pool and attends swim lessons at 

the pool every summer. It is important to have a pool for a youth/citizens to enjoy.

I like having the pool at the park.  Please leave the small town feel of Camas intact!

Please leave scout hall

A large indoor/outdoor swimming pool would be awesome! My kids love to do the 

swim lessons and look forward to the year round plus the city of camas needs a year 

round city pool. The goot park location would be wonderful too. If the outdoor pool is 

to go and be replaced by an outdoor water feature or play pool and full sized pool 

elsewhere would be best to service the community. 

Whatever is done, access should remain comparable, accessible by extensive public 

transit, affordable, and provide a place for kids to learn to swim, not just play in water. 

Public restrooms need to be available. Updates to play structures, (not including the 

merry go round)

The cleanliness 

Make it so we can use it all  Year round rather then just the summer 

Don't think much of a change in the way it's set up is necessary. 

Leave the trees alone we do not have enough old growth in the city leave them alone.

Can't think of anything except to say how important the park has been to our family.

Camas is growing so quickly we need developers to participate in the expense of green 

space and youth access to   Activities  more shocker fields pools baseball fields tennis 

courts bike trails climbing walls performance centers and art space.   



This area is getting so conjested with new homes and the traffic is horrible i think less is 

more. My niece takes swimming lessons at the camas pool in the summer. That needs 

to still be available for the youth of this area. Play areas and fancy structures are not 

nearly as inportant as water safety with there being so many lakes and rivers around 

clark county. 

Rebuild  The pool...improve park. 

It should grow as our families and community grow.  Just don't cut down all those 

beautiful trees. 

Allow pets, or include a dog park in the renovations

My kid are all grown but we were there 3-4 times per week when they were younger! It 

is a beautiful addition to our community! 

It would be great for the city to build an aquatic center similar to Firstenburg 

Community Center.  Our growing community needs it.  The Lacamas Swim and Sport 

Club is out-dated and inadequate.

Bathrooms are a good idea and accentuate the natural beauty

Better play structures for children of all ages. Most of the current playground is not 

suitable for children under 3 who can climb up ladders. Would be amazing to have a 

playground for small children too. Currently we drive our family from camas to a park 

in Vancouver wa off 192nd to enjoy a park that accommodates are 1.5 year old and 4 

year old. 

I think it is important to keep a swimming pool in this neighborhood to meet the needs 

of families in the neighborhood and to keep it reasonably priced so low income families 

can still afford to use it.  Without it I fear more fatalities at Lacamas Lake and the 

potholes because of their closeness to the neighborhood and lack of lifeguards.

Improved picnic tables and playground would give the park a nicer feel.   Thank you!

A community indoor pool with kids slide and water features as well as work out 

facilities, indoor track and basketball would be great!

If a pool was built other than that at Crown Park, it would best serve the community to 

have restrooms, picnic areas, lawn areas and multi use Tennis, volleyball, type sports

Why not cover/enclose a new family pool so that it can be used year round?

Thrilled to see community input to this process! Thank you!

More seating areas and a kiddie pool 

Save the trees!  They are magnificent and add much to the atmosphere at Crown  Park.

It's like a city center for families- there is no park downtown- and it really gives a sense 

of community as part of the annual city-led activities for families.

While I love the idea of an expanded pool I am concerned about the lack of 

infrastructure around the park, especially parking.  



Better parking, lighting, parhs and a water feature.

Most older kids go to Lacamas Lake.  It would be great to make Crown Park pool more 

family friendly for all ages - attract young & old.  Host water aerobics, etc.

I love our park and would like to see it upgraded and leave it where it is

Please keep at least most of the trees, especially in the lower half. An amphitheater 

would be nice, however, I would prefer a family leisure pool, unless one is being built 

elsewhere, perhaps at an indoor community center. However, I would have to say, a 

flexible field, preferably with shade from surrounding trees, by far trumps an 

amphitheater in my opinion. Thank you for reading, and passing this by the community.

N/A

Bathrooms

New pool that is swim lesson friendly!

more events in the park

Crown Park is a hub for Camas and is heavily used in the summer. It is befitting for a 

city the size of Camas to have an update to provide better use of the park.

Please keep the trees. They are so beautiful. The park is special because it is usable 

without being flashy. I am hoping for improvements without ruining the hidden gem of 

a community we have here. Thank you 

I took swimming lessons at Crown Park pool as a child, took my kids to the park to 

swim, play, and picnic, and now enjoy the summer concerts.

Keep all sections of park free of use fees.

I support your initiative whole heartedly. 

The pool hours were horrible!  U should b able to enjoy a day at the pool, not just 2 hrs 

max, and at a reasonable price!  

I like having an outdoor pool because it's a safe swimming option for hot days, as an 

alternative to having to swim in lakes or rivers while enjoying the sun. It would be nice 

to have that to appeal to all age groups. Interactive water features are great, but they 

don't appeal to older kids, adults or seniors and I think we need something for the 

whole community. 

Leave as many of the shade trees as possible.  There are many options, but I think the 

city needs to keep in mind low income families that live around there that have 

benefited from the pool. I think a small water feature would be nice at goot park as 

well.

It would be appreciated to not be taxed more than we already are for the schools. I 

understand if you live in camas you have to pay but what if there was a way that 

people who don't use that park hardly at all (we use it for a Cub Scout meeting twice a 

month), to not have to pay as much?

I have lived here for over 20 plus years.  The Camas pool has had much use by my 

family, but I think there are other options for a pool now, so why not consider a leisure 

pool park that would be unique and a draw for families



It's important for the City to have a strong desirable core and upgrading the amenities 

at Crown Park will assist with those efforts.  If we begin to neglect the core, we'll 

become another "has been" great community.

We like the pool now...is it in disrepair?

Whatever improvement parking will need to be considered

My children are in high school now. When they were young, we were at the park 

numerous times during the year. I think a park focus for young families is important 

and should benefit everyone. I love the park, but my kids have other interests now. 

Crown Park is an important part of Camas.  Thank you for taking the time to get the 

community's feedback.

Leave it as natural as you can but upgrade 

Given the climate in the NW, I think an outdoor pool does not make sense. I would 

rather see less funds go to a smaller water feature (less maintenance, can be shut off 

easily, etc.) which children still enjoy very much, perhaps even more than a pool. More 

dollars should go to enhancing the beauty of the park, trail, rock features, plants, 

sculptures, beautification, etc. I think a covered amphitheater would be awesome - 

something that draws people together, music, movies, festivals. 

It is already a great park and it seems wasteful to throw money at something that is not 

broken.

I prefer having an indoor  water facility (community center).  That would be my first 

choice and depending what was in that would modify my other responses.

There are very few options for families to take children to go outdoor swimming during 

the summer. while the swim season is short, it would be sad to lose one of our only 

options for outdoor swimming.

I really like the trees in the park.  They are so peaceful and fun to run around and lay 

under.  This park has been a favorite of our since we moved here 27 years ago.  It 

needs to be improved while keeping it's character and charm.

We would love family friendly outdoor pool, water feature for summer, and a bigger 

playground! Also more dog friendly with doggie bags around the trail area. 

Please, please keep the outdoor pool. Please don't make into like every other family 

fun center pool either.  I love that the pool is retro and deep. Add some diving boards 

at the deep end and maybe some small slides at the sides. But, it's a great pool for 

actually being able to dive and swim.

A slogan "Put a jewel back in the Crown"

There was no real information given on how the money would be raised to do any of 

these options. That would've been helpful for the survey.

Please take good care of the existing large trees!!  



Bathrooms are a must. Size of splash pad does not really matter as long as there is 

some water play available. IF city builds all year round aquatic center. Otherwise please 

leave us a modern pool. Playground needs improvement as well. We love Crown Park!!

We need a year round indoor pool. 

If there were a nice outdoor pool at Crown Park or a water feature, we would go more 

often. That said, Camas deserves an excellent indoor community center and pool like 

the Firstenburg Community Center. That place is amazing and Camas should have 

something like this.

No matter what improvements are made, please keep the trees. It's what I love most 

about the park. I grew up going to Crown Park and it's where I learned to swim and 

where my dad would take me to play tennis, first hitting against the wall then at the 

courts. I also had tennis practice in high school at Crown Park and currently play tennis 

with my children at the courts. I love the current atmosphere and hope there is a way 

to make improvements without losing green space and a place for sports and 

recreation. Having an outdoor pool is a huge draw for many of us who don't live near 

Lacamas Swim and Sport and can't afford a membership but I would hate to see a fancy 

new facility go in and cost an arm and a leg to utilize. 

This should be considerably cheaper to build- regarding all 4 options.  I would vet 

developers independently.  Big success changes to the park scapegoat would be small 

splash pad outside of family swim area.  Splash pad will draw so much of the 

community.  Family swim as well.  You can do both just please spend the money wisely- 

get bids and negotiate down.

Restrooms

Whatever the decision by city leadership to renovate, replace, and/or improve, please 

include budget to maintain it properly ! I think whatever is decided upon will be a great 

improvement!

The off leash dog park in washougal is now closed.  With all the residential building 

going on  locally I think an off leash dog park is needed once again.

As you get older it is very difficult to use the playground for grandchildren when there 

are dips under the swings.

Make the park dog friendly! (People bring their pets there anyway, so might as well 

add the amenities to support that) Add basketball courts, upgrade pool to family 

leisure pool. 

Make it Dog friendly

I believe having the pool is especially important for low socioeconomic status families 

and individuals. Paying for a summer pass for kids to swim is a much safer, healthy, and 

positive option than removing the pool. I care a lot about our Camas kids, and I know 

the pool is very positive for families which can't afford other summer long activities 



Thank you! Our family loves that crown Park is a beautiful oasis in the midst of houses. 

We believe that should be retained, while improving and updating the space in a way 

the most people can benefit from. 

The improvements you make need to keep the "hometown feeling" that the park has 

now.  Changing it too much will ruin the park . New bathrooms would be great if you 

chose an amphitheater.  I would definitely stay away from any large aquatic pools and 

attractions.  They neighborhood around it will suffer . 

Please allow dogs at this park.  Families have dogs as family members. Almost every 

park in Clark Co.  allows dogs.

Bathrooms and adult workout equipment would be fantastic! Updated playgrounds 

and/or water play would be fun. Any new pool should be indoors/all year.

We rarely go here because there are no bathrooms. So we go to Grass Valley instead. I 

adore the idea of adding adult workout features! Updated playground and/or water 

play would be fun too. But bathrooms are crucial!

It has been a great facility for a lot of people. That is where I had lessons in the 60's. 

please replace at the least 

Restroom!!!!!

N/a

My family love going to stretch our legs play and goof off in a safe Simi flat place

The area would benefit from two pools, perhaps combing funds for an aquatic center 

on the other side of town?  Could then renovate existing pool, keep the charm, and 

then of course there is Lacamas Swim club.  Would be nice to have public aquatic 

center in addition to the old school Camas Pool.  If can't have both then turn pool at 

Crown park into a large scale interactive water feature. Where are all these people 

going to park?  Spread things out a bit, the area can't keep up with all the people 

moving here. 

Have you considered a covered pool or retractable cover so it could be used year 

round?  The basic elements of playground, etc. is good but would be nice to still see 

improvements like pathways or amphitheater, etc. 

An adult exercise/fitness area would be nice.

PLease keep the design conducive to using the park as a community gathering space, 

for concerts, fairs, events, etc.

I honestly don't know the usage of the pool, seems like an expensive item if not used 

by a large # of Camas citizens.

All great ideas, but even if we do have an indoor pool, the outdoor pool during the 

summer is something special - that small town community feeling staying alive

Our community center is pretty bad and I think we should build a new one in a better 

location. We as a family always have to use Vancouver's community centers. Also a 

covered basketball court at crown would be awesome. 

I don't want my taxes any higher than they are.   Give a break to seniors! 



With all the bodies of water in surrounding areas, it is critical to continue to have a 

lower cost /easily accessible option for swim lessons in the community. 

Add lighted Pickleball courts

No matter what you decide to do, public restrooms are a must for families to be able to 

fully enjoy the park. :)

Get rid of that smoke shop so adjacent to a "jewel" of Camas 

We really need a splash pad in out community! Please make this happen!! Thank you!!

The park gives a place for kids to run, play games, families to have events and create 

memories.  One of the charms of Camas is the small town feel.  That is one of the major 

charms of this town.

Crown park is a great location thar needs to be upgraded.

We need to stop putting major dollars into our old, out door pool. My favorite part of 

Crown Park are the wonderful trees and grass. We desperately need a full indoor pool 

at a different site.

I want what's best for everyone. Not everyone will have the same opinions as me in 

terms of what we should do for Crown Park but we definitely should keep the 

playground. (And specifically, the merry-go-round. You can't find any of those anymore 

so we must keep that.)

A better or more picnic shelters

we have to have restrooms so my son doesn't have to pee on the tree. we would love a  

 free seasonal water splash pad.

Dog Park!!

Do not change the pool. It is a part of my childhood that I love sharing with my kids and 

future grandkids. It is a landmark and should be designated such and the city if camas 

should remember that.

I believe the need for a competitive lap pool (50yd), be it indoor or outdoor, would 

bring opportunities to host swim meets, boosting tourism and allowing flexibility for PE 

classes or team opportunities.  Adding that to a family leisure pool, creates two 

different scenarios and environments. 

This was an excellent survey! The photos helped tremendously.

Ample garbage pick up

Whatever you do, please keep the beautiful trees and open space. The park is an 

emerald beacon of preserved greenery that our town needs. It marks our community 

as one that values the health and lifestyle of our community's future, present and past. 

As a long time citizen of Camas, Crown park showcases what our lovely town is meant 

to be... a place of community, respect for the environment, and a place for fun.

Now is the time to build and to prepare for the future. Camas should have a world class 

aquatics center like Lacamas Swim and Sport. Indoors and outdoors and used by all age 

groups not just children. 



I think the options that will be utilized most should be chosen.

Crown Park is antiquated and decrepit. It's in need of an overhaul. New playground, 

restrooms, picnic tables, benches, and landscape. 

An outdoor pool simply doesn't make sense in the NW as we can only use it 2-3 months 

out of the year. 

Keep the trees. More interactive elements.   

There has been much talk over the years of keeping downtown Camas vital, and an 

active center for the community. To do this we must continue to focus on keeping the 

downtown core a destination for the residents and visitors alike. Keep the small town 

community center the actual center of community life.

Maintaining the existing trees for shade is important. Ensuring cleanliness and safety of 

the park with the growing homeless population. Allowing only businesses that are child 

friendly across from the park. The current smoke shop attracts people that may not 

have children's best interests in mind and does not provide the proper influence many 

parents are attempting to instilling a daily basis.  

All of these sound good.  My biggest block is traffic.  All of these things are going to 

create more traffic and crowds from people outside of Camas.      In the summer, it is 

already so crowded trying to drive from our home off of Everett ST, past the lake and 

through that light.  Now we are talking about increasing crowds up near Crown Park.    

Something needs to be done and is a priority over this.

Crown Park may be in Camas but it's a Camas-Washougal asset used and appreciated 

by many. 

Signage for no dogs is not clear. Dogs are not allowed in the park but the signs are 

confusing so people take their dogs into the park. I walk my dogs around the park on 

the outer sidewalk but often see people in the park with dogs off leash. I heard that a 

friend's child was tormented by a large dog and the owners did little to stop it and then 

the owners were mad when the child was screaming. Signage needs to be very clear. 

Also because people walk dogs around the park having "poop bag" stations placed on 

the outer edge of the park would encourage people to pick up after their dogs. 

We don't visit crown park as much as other parks like Lacamas lake due the lack of 

playground equipment. We have never used the pool either because we never know 

when it is open. I think an indoor pool would be better since we seem to have more 

non pool weather than good pool weather. 

We live surrounded by water. It is crucial that our kids have a place available to learn to 

swim, safely and at a reasonable cost. (Free lessons for kids who qualify for reduced 

cost school lunch or SNAP). It doesn't have to be at Crown Park, but it does need to be 

centrally located. Camas is a wealthy city. We can afford this. I see it as a responsibility 

to our children. Do not shirk this duty.



The swim lessons provided at the Camas pool have been amazing. It would be very sad 

to lose that opportunity for our youth. A larger new playground is also needed at the 

park. Other than that I think it's amazing and have been spending time there for 20 

years.

Keep as many trees as possible.

I may not go there much now, but when I was a kid I rode the bus every day to go to 

the pool. Kids need a fun safe place to swim and play in the summer, also a place to 

learn to swim and not be afraid of water.   Thanks

Create level walking/wheelchair area. Security cameras to identify vandals or criminal 

activity.

The park needs recycling bins! Also, please take every effort to preserve the old trees.

Please do not take down any of the old beautiful trees in crown park, they are an asset 

to our neighborhood. Also, a few well placed recycling and composting receptacles 

would help keep our park clean and encourage community members to be consciences 

of their waste.

Let me be clear...allow dogs!

Keep the multi use.  City needs an outdoor place to cool off on hot hot days.  

keep a pool, tennis, 

Improved access crosswalks to the park - i.e. better signage, flashing crosswalk lights, 

etc.

Covered area for large group activities 

Restrooms. Either allow dogs or enforce the no dog rule, nobody follows it. Stop 

planting trees. The park has many beautiful trees, we don't need more, it is taking up 

all the lawn space. Would love to see the picnic tables maintained or replaced with a 

more durable material. Would love for the parking on 17th to duplicate the parking on 

15th.

Historic down town is quaint & charming;  it would be out of place & degrade the 

ambiance of this historic& charming area to replace with most options offered to 

modify Crown Park.

Better public restrooms.

Find way and to bring families together.  Look at some of the community-centric parks 

in other parts of the country that do this well.  

After living all over the United States, we have always had a community pool, park, 

amphitheater, and enough sporting fields. We love Camas, but this is were our cute 

town is seriously lacking. It is very disappointing that we have to join places like Royal 

Oaks for the amenities & not place our money towards our wonderful community. 

Save the big trees, replace them as they fall or are damaged



My son is a lifeguard at the Camas Pool. This is something he looks forward to doing 

every year. The pool has provided a very positive working environment for him and 

many others. Camas high school swim team, state Champions this year, also need their 

own pool, so a year round indoor aquatic center could provide that, as well as jobs for 

local teens.

A new pool in conjunction with a large, multi-use community center down by the old 

bowling alley would be a great fit for  the community.  Rental space in between the 

Camas Community Center and The Lacamas Lake Lodge price-wise is desperately 

needed and a smaller, river-front version of Firstenburg would be great for families.  If 

we want Camas residents to stay and spend $ in Camas, we need to provide 

recreational activities year-round.  A rock wall, teen center, dance/aerobics/yoga 

studio and a couple multi-purpose rooms would be used constantly if affordable and 

marketed effectively. 

I think the park is perfect the way it is.  I love the tradition it represents with the large, 

beautiful mature trees and the layout allows families to picnic, play, and spend time 

together outside.  Repairs are no doubt needed, but I hope it stays a traditional park in 

a traditional neighborhood.  Sometimes new is not necessarily better.

We love Crown Park and live across the street - it serves as our family's "backyard" and 

we are very optimistic about the cool, nature-inspired playground upgrades you've 

posted! We played on wonderful wood and natural-material structures in Switzerland 

recently and you seem to be in the same vein in your thoughts -very exciting! Please no 

brightly colored plastic - we are so fortunate to live in such a beautiful place, we hope 

whatever upgrades will be inspired by the amazing flora and fauna that our park 

already has.   As far as the pool goes, we are hopeful that whatever path is chosen, the 

architecture reflects the history and landscape of the area. Subtlety over garish 

features - as it has proven for the last 60 years, gimmicks aren't necessary to keep kids 

happy in water. Would love to see a slightly more friendly child area, but if you build it -

you don't have to add a multitude of bells and whistles - Camisonians will come.😊 Best 

of luck, and please keep asking for feedback - we neighbors appreciate the 

consideration greatly!

This town needs an indoor pool! Whether it is at crown park or somewhere else. We 

need public swimming year round. Our weather in the PNW is not good for having an 

outdoor pool that is open for 2 months.Our youth needs to learn to swim. The adults 

need a place to gather for exercise that is non weight bearing. The high school swim 

teams could use the facility as well as surrounding area schools. Tualatin Hills Park and 

Recreation Should be the prototype for the kind of facilities this community should 

have. 

Would love an updated playground for my kids to play. Something with more options 

for toddler/preschool age would be fantastic!



I live just outside of camas in washougal but often work on camas. My family and I 

would frequent the park more of it offered more. Especially if there were a family 

leisure pool our aquatic recreation center for swim lessons and birthday parties!

I own a home one block over from the park,  my son's all enjoyed the pool in the 

summer time. Keeping the pool is a good thing for the community.  The open water 

play area's sound good on paper,. But could possibly have negative outcomes in the 

long run.  With a pool you have staff hired to monitor the comings and goings.  

Unfortunately there are some that are not in a financial place to pay for summer 

passes and these children can and will be left out.  I would like to see some kind of a 

fund raiser set up so they could feel included in the activities also!

A new pool would be great. But it doesn't have to be over the top. Spread the money 

out to cover playground and picnic area and bathrooms.

PLEASE make a splash pad! It is SOOO needed, please please! 

We love having the open area for sports/picnics/summer events, but having a water 

play structure would be amazing for young children that aren't able to be in a pool, for 

mom's with multiple children to supervise near water, and better options than driving 

to Salmon Creek or even Battle Ground

i like the small town feel if the park, but the pool area really needs and overhaul, and 

the it needs good management and longer hours so people aren't turned away and so 

lifeguards enjoy working there 

Both of our daughters learned to swim at the Camas pool! We went there all the time. 

It's just became outdated and little dirty during last years. It's time for a new pool for 

the next generation!

I grew up on nw 17th and spent the better part of my childhood between the playing in 

the park and spending the summer at the pool in the 1990's. I loved the pool but would 

rather take my kids to the river for swimming to be "outdoors". If there was a cool 

interactive water feature i'd be much more likely to spend more time at crown park on 

warm days to avoid oregonians crowding the washougal river.

I think upgrading the pool would be amazing! A family leisure pool would be amazing 

for everyone 

Please keep the pool.

We love the retro feel of crown park and its proximity to downtown. It would be great 

to keep the improvements subtle to minimize neighborhood impact. 



I think it is very important to maintain some sort of outdoor water feature within 

downtown Camas that families can enjoy. My youngest has very fond memories of 

learning to swim at Crown Park during the summers and is now old enough (13) to walk 

there with friends. And I feel comfortable knowing she has a safe place to go, that she 

enjoys, while exercising a little independence.  Thank you for the opportunity to give 

our input. We love Camas so much!

Do not bother the trees! The park and top burger are wonderful family traditions! Do 

not harm the trees. We love the trees!

Please allow dogs on leashes. 

An indoor year round pool would be a better option

Camas really needs a nice pool! 

Swim lessons there for 14 years and want to continue!

Restrooms! And making the pool reasonably priced and open longer hours...when we 

were kids you could go all day, the last few years it seems like the pool is open in 

shorter sessions.

We need a park for everyone/ all ages. Climate is changing...getting hotter....think 

leisure pool, add park features, update playgroud for the young and young at 

heart..maybe bocce ball for older folks. Innovate but keep it relavant and accessible to 

all. My children will grow into teenagers here! I want them to bring my grandchildren 

back.

It is important to keep nature/lawn space for natural exploration and play activities.

We live the swim lessons. Only place my oldest will attend. 

The pool needs to be updated with a splash pad and a pool or atleast a baby pool and 

big pool, restrooms and a playground.

Please kee the camas pool. Renovating it would be wonderful. Please don't take it out!! 

Thank you!! 

Please keep an outdoor pool. Kids need that experience. Dont cut down all the trees to 

make it a run of the mill sports complex. Too many of them and they have no charm. 

Leave the park alone.

I am excited about the focus on an upgrade for crown park.  My memories started as a 

kid swimming and taking lessons, then my first job as a lifeguard, and now I take my 

kids to the park and pool.  It's been such a great place, but indeed needs an update.  

Any improvement that keeps it as a fun place for families to enjoy will be wonderful. 

More garbage cans, hand washing station, safer playground 

We love camas pool and love that it's not super fancy! It's a nice reminder that we 

don't need a state of the art outdoor pool  And water area.... sometimes simpler is 

better. I feel like it's true to camas' roots.

We love supporting our pool by taking the swimming lessons each summer. We would 

really like to see a new pool. Thank you! 



Allow dogs/dog area

Crown Park still has small town charm, something I hope Camas continues to embrace 

and preserve. Adding a large pool or other overly modern elements take away from 

that. 

Spruce up the playground, a bigger play structure, don't you dare get rid of the merry 

go round!

Keep the trees.

I don't visit this park often because it is outdated and the pool is to small with the 

growth of the city. 

We love the old growth trees. Please do not cut them down.

I'm new to camas, but my perception of crown park is that it is old and outdated. I 

think it just needs to have some updates and liven it up a bit. 

Bathroom needed  Easier access to pool  Keep up the community activities there  The 

entire community loves this park so we need to upgrade it

Camas is a beautiful place to live with many parks and well planned events and spaces. 

Thank you for all of your hard work and thoughtful planning. 

We love the pool!  We miss the toddler pool though.  We like the feel of it.

The existing pool is really sad. In our home state every city had a huge pool-indoor and 

outdoor with rec center/ice rink/indoor track/gym etc. we were very surprised that the 

existing Camas pool is al Camas has for city rec. Especially when the cost of living here 

is so much higher. We would of expected the amenities to be a lot nicer. That being 

said we are greatful for the existing pool and plan to do lessons again this summer. 

A free option of an outdoor water play area would be great along with a nice outdoor 

pool for the family that will cost money.

Keep Scout Hall!

A new public pool and a splash pad is definitely needed in Camas!! Please make this 

happen!

There's was no option available for if an indoor rec facility was built with pool to not 

have any water feature or pool in the park. One large, well-designed pool is enough for 

the city

Covered picnic area is needed. We need a pool facility like SW community center in 

Portland. 

Restrooms for sure!

I would love to see a community rec center, complete with a pool a lap lanes.  

At least a water feature (if no pool). Leave the trees.

keep trees!

If there was more I would visit more

We desperately need a better pool. My kids are dying to go swimming at a fun, 

affordable pool in the summer!



I think if we do not build a community center with a pool, the outdoor pool provides a 

much better age flexible element to the city than the sprinklers which are limited in 

enjoyment to pretty young people. The very most important thing to me is to retain 

the trees in that park which make it feel established and wonderful. 

Camas has the opportunity as a growing, resource-filled community to create a 

playground accessible to differently abled children in Clark county.  A great city model 

is Ft Collins, CO.

Updating the playground equipment to make it safer.

Taking that pool away would be a huge mistake!!! 

Camas currently does not have a great gathering park/splash pad for kids in the 

summer.  I have felt for a while that our parks are lacking. 

Don't lose the scout house! It's the only free venue our homeschool group has found in 

Clark County. I provides a huge service to the community. 

Thanks for the opportunity to give input. I am excited to see what's next. 

i would visit crown park more if there was an updated pool, water park,  playground 

and bathrooms...   if camas is putting a community a community pool somewhere else 

then crown park at least needs a large water park,  playground, bathroom and covered 

areas with picnic benches.  

Keep it full of Camas charm! I grew up here, my dad grew up here and my grandparents 

moved here and started McMillans men's wear. I have always loved going to crown 

park and my children do now too! It's our summer go to! 

I think having a nice outdoor pool and park/playground is a huge asset to the city. The 

Crown Park location is nice for its centrality and proximity to downtown camas. Our 

family would really enjoy a nice facility for the community as there really isn't anything 

else like that around (a safe place to bring kids of all ages to swim and play in the water 

outdoors). 

Including toddler areas for pool and playground. Keep movie nights in the park during 

the summer. 

Its an awesome space! Camas Parks and Rec does a great job! Looking forward to new 

things!

The only absolute must is restrooms and maybe updated playground equipment. I love 

Crown park, it is our favorite park just the way it is. 

This park is in the heart of everything. Please guard those beautiful trees and keep it a 

place for families to gather. While I would love a pool this many not be he Place for it. 



We like that the existing pool has lap swim areas AND that it is the only pool I know of 

in the area that kids are allowed to jump or dive into, so we like that it has a deep end. 

It is the only outdoor pool that I know of as well, and the water is always fairly warm, 

which I appreciate. We have attended movies and concerts in the park and though an 

amphitheatre would be nice, we have enjoyed the venue as it is. The large trees are a 

major plus in the summer, so I would hate to see any of them go. We don't use the 

basketball or tennis courts yet but I like that they are available there, we might use 

them as our family grows and changes. Thanks.

I miss when the Camas Pool had long open swim hours. The past two summers the 

open swim hours have been choppy and inconsistent. I grew up in Camas and worked 

at the pool for 4 years. Moving away from longer open swim hours is the wrong move. 

This park is central to our community. I appreciate allowing feedback in this process. I 

am strongly requesting the ability to preserve the trees in the park. They are a symbol 

of our town and the beauty of the Pacific Northwest. Thank you!

We love swimming lessons at Crown Park. A splash pad would be a wonderful addition 

to Camas. 

Playground and pool I feel are very important for youth and families

Crown Park is an important part of Camas.  Hoping that whatever is decided, will 

enhance Camas.

Bathrooms and keep the trees!

We LOVE the swim lessons and open swim times at the pool, so some community pool 

is a MUST in Camas (whether indoor/outdoor doesn't matter). We have also enjoyed 

the summer camps offered at Scout Hall for the last four years, so I would hate to see 

that facility removed. My kids love the playground options as well.

Better pool hours for open swim!!! 

Appreciate the attention to the park.  In some way I think a water area, even the small 

splash area, is needed.  Beyond that a park with walk ways, green space for misc. 

activities and  play ground would be great.  The downtown area of Camas is becoming 

very desirable and a signature park would be a great addition.

Updated fencing between playground and Everett to keep kids from running into the 

street

Adequate parking. And please don't charge. 

We love the outdoor pool option! Please please keep a pool!!

All year around indoor/outdoor water park with rock wall, party rooms to rent, 

restrooms, make this place a destination for camas, places for weekend food carts and 

for events, more parking.



Improve parking in the area so as to not invade the street parking for homes around 

Crown Park.

More signage at key entry points for rules/regulations   Reservation system for 

shelter(s)  Permanent bathrooms!

Family leisure pool with additional water feature play area. Amphitheater elsewhere. 

The open lawn space and huge trees are part of the appeal of Crown Park.

Dogs should be allowed on leash, The pool is great, allowing for lessons, family swim, 

and jumping (not quite diving...) but needs complete renovation, especially the locker 

rooms. Some sort of enclosure for use during cooler weather would extend its 

usefulness.  If there were another community center with pool were available 

elsewhere in Camas, the current pool would be great for a free to use water/play 

feature.  Year round restrooms are desperately needed.  Keeping much of the open 

space would also be important.

I think that with more attractions that an "outdoor leisure pool" would provide, more 

people would come and have more fun because there is much more to do. People 

think that the current pool is boring. Yes its classic and hometown but what gets more 

business Regal Cinemas or the Liberty Theatre. If we want to stay ahead in business 

and actually make money off of the pool, something drastic needs to happen.  

We love crown park but it lacks public restrooms which is a major reason why we don't 

use the park more. Plus the playground is getting older. Other parks in the are more 

family friendly but crown park is great for picnics. 

Indoor pool!   We need a pool for kids to have inexpensive lessons in the summer.  I'm 

ok with an outdoor pool.  How nice for the CHS swim teams to be able to practice in a 

great pool!!!!

Crown Park is in desperate need of new and more playground equipment - gets too 

crowded with children and not enough facilities for them to play on. Restrooms for the 

public - like most parks have - open during park hours. Swimming Pool doesn't have 

enough shaded areas for the hot days and the Swimming pool needs to be open more 

hours (into the evenings and on weekends) for the general public to swim - right now it 

feels that the pool is only open to swim lessons and groups - very little time for general 

public swim. 

I think bathrooms should definitely be a priority! 

A better playground would be wonderful. Bit all the lawn and trees are amazing 

Enforcement of the no dog policy

Please do not cut down any of the amazing trees! 

Love the movies in the park and the summer concert series. Would love to see more of 

these types of community events 



Since the community has changed so much in the last 60 years I would hope we could 

consider some large donations to modernize. An outdoor pool will be a great asset.

Leave big trees, or have a plan to replace them when they fall with similar.

camas is in desperate need of an indoor pool, whether at crown park or elsewhere. 

Crown park itself needs more and better play equipment

Crown is a focal point for the community.   The pool facilities.. not just the pool.. need 

to be replaced not repaired or just removed!   The neighborhood needs to be 

considered for activities in that area.  open amphitheater for daytime community 

activities and walking areas and outdoor restrooms, etc... are long overdue.   Need to 

make better common use of the whole block.

please consider parking options in conjunction with the outdoor family aquatics center.

Please leave either the original pool or a new one. This is a safe place for families to 

cool down in the summer 

I truly believe that a public pool is a vital resource for any community, especially one 

with as many families as Camas has. It's surprising to me how few public  pools Clark  

County has compared to Beaverton,  Tigard and Portland.  Health club pools don't cut it 

because they are mainly lap-pools and are not available to the general public. For kids 

without financial reasources, an inexpensive public pool cold be one of just a few 

options for getting outside during the summer months. A public pool in a park in the 

center of town will also contribute to that small town/community feel. 

Useable restrooms are a top priority!

A larger covered picnic area or several covered areas would be nice.

Really hope you will consider keeping the outdoor pool in some capacity. Also hoping 

for natural as well as commercial playground elements. Can't wait to be a part of this!

I would love to have more of a nature playground such as Westmoreland in Portland. 

We are lacking in that area on thins side of the bridge.

Although I love the convenience of the Camas pool and that it's outdoors, I realize we 

have several semi local pools available to us. Having a large splash park would be 

beneficial not just to our community but the surrounding areas as well since there isn't 

any around. It would bring tourism into our downtown area which would be profitable 

for our small businesses. It would be great to build a new pool open to the public 

without membership fees, but it is not a priority.

My main priority would be restrooms.  We mainly come to the park with small kids and 

bathrooms near the playground would be very useful!

Keep the big trees!



I also often go there for shade in the summer when it is hot. I am a swimmer who long 

ago competed in Olympic trials. Swimming outside is something I look forward to. 

Indoor pools are great when its cold but lack in fresh air given the chemicals needed to 

maintain them. 

Restrooms and for the pool hours to be expanded for general admission.  Not just a 

couple of hours at a time because lessons are being taught. 

If more is added to the park, please consider what parking would look like. The 

neighborhoods around the park already get jammed with too many cars during big 

events.

The survey should not have included monetary amounts. Perhaps after asking them 

their preferences, then ask them if the cost would persuade them to change their 

previous answer. The cost is relevant, but it is also based on many factors, none of 

which are relevant at this stage.

I have 2 small children and brought their grandpa (my dad) to the Camas pool with us 

last summer. My dad walked through the locker area up the stairs to the pool. He was 

amazed that the facility looked almost exactly the same as he remembered when he 

swam there as a kid, which brought back happy memories for him. The Camas pool is 

nostalgic. Renovating the pool yet keep it's vintage character would be a unique asset 

to the City.  Crown park would not be the same without this outdoor pool.

restrooms

Our family has loved crown park and the activities there since we moved to camas 10 

years ago. We find it a central hub for family leisure and always run into friends (and 

meet new ones!) there. Our park should represent the commitment to community and 

families that Camas represents.

 With small children,  I really appreciate the fencing so I don't have to worry about my 

kids running into the street. Would like to still have some type of fencing around the 

children's play area to maintain this security. 

I know it needs to have some restrooms.

It's a beautiful park and area and I see more and more people using it and attending 

the events that are held there. Improvements would bring it up to date and I believe 

would bring in more people to enjoy it as well.  I live in southeast Washougal and bring 

the grand kids in to the park and pool and love the summer concerts and movies in the 

park. The proposed changes and improvements look amazing!! 


